
L64 CUSTOM DECODYE PROGRAM

Are you running a tournament or do you need some custom discs for your local disc 
golf club or company? Latitude 64° can DecoDye your design on disc golf discs. See 
below for order details, art specifications, and minimum order requirements. 

Send your art and completed custom DecoDye order form to 
jonas@latitude64.se. 

You’re important to us so we always try to deliver the order as fast as we can.  
A normal custom order will be shipped within10 working days from the order date.  
If you need it faster than that,  we have to charge an Express fee of €55. 

DECODYE ORDER REQUIREMENTS

• 20 piece minimum (discs or minis, not a combination of both)
• 10 disc minimum per mold

L64CUSTOM

L64CUSTOM

ART SPECIFICATIONS DECODYE

• HQ image or vector artwork, at least 200dpi

• Images can be both CMYK and RGB, and we can’t print white or specified Pantone   
 colors.

• If you don't have a design for your event, we have an excellent graphic designer who   
 will come up with a design based on your recommendations for €55/hour.

• All designs will be centered unless otherwise specified.



Customer name

Street Address

Contact person

Order date (Year, month, day) Prefered date of delivery*

Email Phone with country code

Zip code City Country

ORDER FORM FOR CUSTOM DECODYE

Additional information

* A normal custom order will be shipped within10 working days 
from the order date. If you need it faster than that,  we have 
to charge an Express fee of €55.

Good to know about the DecoDye technology
On discs with a dome, the artwork will be blurry on the edges because of the “slope”. 
Sometimes it can look good, sometimes it’s better with a clean sharp edge, and that 
means that the artwork will be scaled down to prevent the blur on the rim. It’s your 
choice to decide what you prefer. Almost every disc is unique and it is hard to know 
before you actually tried how big the artwork can be on the disc with a clean edge. 

Below is how your designs will look like but they are just 3D generated mock-ups, so 
some difference can occur. 

Saint Pro with the whole disc as a canvas

Pure with the whole disc as a canvas

Saint Pro with a scaled down artwork

Pure with a scaled down artwork
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Amount Disc name Name of the artwork file (sent separately)

DECODYE  (only white gold line discs)

Full disc print.  
with blurry edges Inside the rim

Center Top Right Bottom Left

Width in diam.

Custom size

Size of the print Placement of smaller prints
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